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IL-JAG
Apple Lightning Adapter Quick Start Guide for Jaguar with CD Changer
1998-03 x308 & 1998-06 x100 Standard Audio
(not for 2000-Up Premium System)
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Introduction:
Just because you drive an older car does not mean you have to settle for old
technology. Apple recently released a new generation of products and with them
a new Lightning connector. The iL-JAG updates your car to play and charge
Apple’s newest iOS products. Installing this product requires sacrificing CD
changer playback, but with the storage capacity of these new devices sacrificing
the CD changer playback should be an easy decision. See Frequently Asked
question section at the end of this guide for more details.
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Installation:

Using a T30 torx head, remove “J” gate finisher plate (See Fig. 3)

The iL-JAG connects to the radio behind the dash and because of that radio
removed is required to gain access to the connectors.
1.

Disconnect the negative battery terminal (See Fig. 1)
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Lift finisher plate upwards and disconnect electrical plugs (See Fig. 4)
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Move “J” gate selector to position “D”
Using a panel removal tool, unclip and remove “J” gate finisher (See
Fig. 2)
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6.

Remove center console veneer panel (See Fig. 5)

9.

Disconnect CD Auto changer plug from radio as seen in Fig. 8
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Remove (2) Philips head screws on LH and RH side of console (See Fig.

6)
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10. Connect CD auto changer plug to adapter female connector. (See Fig.

9)
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Lift radio over gear selector hub and remove from dash (See Fig. 7).
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Connect adapter male plug (See Fig. 9) to radio port vacated in step 9.

12. Carefully route Lightning plug (See Fig. 10) to desired location on

dashboard, glove box, console etc. within 6 ft. of radio. Use caution to
not cut, pinch or crimp the cable during this step.

Test Operation
1.
2.

Fig. 10
Lightning plug
13. Install Lightning cable in a location away from heat, humidity, moving

parts, or sharp metal objects. Damage to lightning plug may occur if
subject to abuse.

Turn ignition to accessory position and radio ON.
Press “CD” button on radio.

Fig. 11
Connect Apple iOS device to Lightning plug
Apple device will begin charging:
Note: Charging may not begin until device is unlocked
5. Select favorite track using Apple device built-in controls.
3.
4.

Warning! Playlist and Track selection is *NOT* possible from the
radio. You must use the iPod built-in controls to access music files.
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Audio playback should now be heard on car speakers
Set device volume level to between 85 and 90%
Use radio volume control to set playback level
If successful go ahead and reinstall radio

Frequent asked questions
Does the iL-JAG work in Premium Systems
The iL-JAG does NOT work in 2000-Up Premium Audio systems. It does
work in 1998-99 x308 and x100 Premium Audio Systems.
2. How do I know if my 2000-Up has premium audio?
They are several ways:
- Remove driver side carpet panels to revel audio rack. (See picture below).
Amplifier will be mounted to the top shelf.
1.

They are two Subwoofers on rear deck (Sedan) and rear side panels
(convertible).
Does the iL-JAG work without the CD Changer?
NO. For this adapter to work vehicle must have a working changer.
Will I have to disconnect the CD changer for the iL-JAG to work
The CD Auto Changer remains connected but will no longer play.
Can I install this adapter without removing the radio
NO; the iL-JAG connects to the back of the radio and because of that radio
removal is required. This adapter will not work if connected in trunk.
Do you have an adapter for 2000-Up Premium Audio System?
Not currently.

7. In what model/years Jaguar will this adapter work and where does it
connect?
The iL-JAG works in the following Jaguar models:
1998-99 x308 Premium or Standard (Connects to Radio)
1998-99 x100 Premium or Standard (Connect to Radio)
2000-03 x308 Standard (Connects to Radio)
2000-06 x100 Standard (Connects to Radio)
*2000-Up x308 & x100 with Premium Systems are NOT compatible.
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Disclaimer
• This product has no affiliation with Jaguar or Apple
• There are no warranties expressed or implied by installing this product
• We’re not liable for misuse of this product.
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